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Easy Exercises //~~ 
Americans Find aNew Way to Add Muscle 

It's known as FIC and it 's the latest 
fad in physical fitness . Businessmen are 
participating in it at the YMCA and at 
home, teen-age boys are doing it in school 
corridors, and professional football play­
ers are using it to bowl over heavier op­
posing players. 
FIC stands for functional isometric 
contraction, a five-dollar physiological
phrase that means simply contracting a 
muscle by pushing or pulling against an 
immovable object. Such contractions add 
strength to the muscle. 
FIC-known more popularly as exer­
cise without movement-may turn out to 
be one answer to the urgent call for 
healthier, more fit Americans. It's an 
exercise that anyone of normal health 
(and even some disabled) can do anytime
- . 
and it takes only a few seconds a day . The 
results, say FIC's enthusiasts, are amaz­
ing: Dallas C9wboy football pl~yer Amos 
Marsh added 20 per cent to hIS strength 
after a month Of FIC exercises; Cowboy 
quarterback Eddie LeBaron added 1% 
inches of muscle to a knee by using FIC 
exercises after an operation for torn 
cartilege. 
For the Non-Athlete, Too 
It's the ,kind Of exercise that house­
wives can do to add muscle to arms and 
backs so that wrestling sofas is easier. 
Husbands can practice FIC to make 
ladder-carrying or wood-stacking easier. 
Youngsters can do it for better physiques, 
as well as improved athletic perform­
ances, FIC can perk up anyone's muscle ercise for astronauts ; when they're con­tone. FIC's advantages are that it takes fined in space ships for long periods of
only a few seconds a day to do the exer­ time.
cises and so little equipment is needed. 
Some examples of FIC exercises: 
Cup fingers, lock the two hands, and 
pull. I 
Press heels of hands together. 
Sit in a chair, grasp the bottom, and 
pull. _ _ _ 
Push against a wall or doorway with 
hands or back or feet. 
Grab any immovable object and pull or 
push. 
The key to FIC exercising is one in­
tense contraction, rather than a series of 
light contractions . Experts recommend a 
major pull or push for between 6 and 121 
seconds. 
Says Dr. Laurence E. Morehouse, di­
rector of the University of California 's 'I. human performance laboratory: "Light 
contractions repeated a thousand times a 
day will not improve muscle strength in 
the normal person. But one intense con­
traction a day, or even only twice a week 
will improve strength." 
Navy Study Underway 
Athletic teams have been using FIC ex­
ercises for some time. In the National 
Foothall League. Dallas, the Detroit Lions 
